A space to inspire

DISCOVER THE QUALITY CRAFTSMANSHIP OF EGAN VISUAL GLASS PRODUCTS
Egan NeoMagnet features high holding power and easy to use ergonomic design.
THE PERFECT FIT

With a commitment to quality craftsmanship and innovation, Egan offers the finest range of standard and custom glass presentation products, including markerboards, mobiles, tablescreens and presentation cabinets.

LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR TWO GLASS TECHNOLOGY PLATFORMS:

Egan GlassWrite Series
Our classic series, Egan GlassWrite is available in Standard SLS Float Glass as well as Low-Iron (PPG Starphire®, Pilkington OptiWhite™) SLS Float Glass, often chosen for its better optical clarity. Glass infills are available in a variety of thicknesses, ranging from 4mm to 12mm. All GlassWrite products feature sparkling field depth and are guaranteed to clean.

EganAero Series
Our best-in-glass performer, EganAero is ultra-thin and features the same high-technology glass used in smartphones. Its pristine appearance is supported by superb scratch-resistance and a lack of parallax, which eliminates drop shadows and offers unparalleled glassboard clarity. All EganAero products are guaranteed to clean.
MAKE YOUR MARK

GlassWrite Markerboards
A frameless, tempered glass dry-erase board, finished with polished edges, Egan GlassWrite boards are available as magnetic or non-magnetic, and clear or frosted, in a number of shapes and colors.

Products:
- For a frameless, hover-installation appearance, select GlassWrite and GlassWrite MAG.
- For a custom-shaped markerboard, select GlassWrite Shapes.
- For a framed, thin bezel appearance, select GlassWrite MAG Boxcore.

EganAero Markerboards
The world’s thinnest, lightest, toughest, clearest glass markerboard. EganAero yields clear, legible results each and every time.

Products:
- For a sleek, low profile base, select EganAero.
- For a frameless profile and elegant hover-off-the-wall appearance, select EganAero Hover.
- For a framed, ultra-thin bezel appearance, select EganAero Boxcore.
- For a traditional aluminum frame, select EganAero Classic.
IDEAS THAT MOVE

Egan GlassWrite Mobiles allow you to introduce permanent or portable visual communication to any room through dry erase messages and EganINK custom graphics. A wide range of standard colors, widths, heights, frame and base designs are available.

Products:
- For a robust, anodized aluminum frame, select V-Series GlassWrite or V-Series GlassWrite MAG Mobiles.
- For an ultra-modern, thin bezel frame and low profile base, specify GlassWrite Boxcore Mobile.
GlassWrite Lumens features a frameless glass divider, internally illuminated with LED lighting for a crisp, modern aesthetic.

Egan M-Series TableScreen with GlassWrite infill.

Egan GlassWrite Boxcore TableScreen with EganINK.

STAY CONNECTED

Egan TableScreens provide a sense of privacy in an open concept environment and offer a variety of frame designs, infill options, and table-agnostic mounting configurations to choose from. All products are available in an array of standard and customizable heights, lengths, and colors.

M-Series TableScreens
With robust, anodized aluminum frames, M-Series TableScreens feature a contemporary design, similar to Egan Mobiles. Customize them with GlassWrite clear, frosted, or EganINK infills.

GlassWrite TableScreens
Frameless glass infills and polished edges give GlassWrite TableScreens a modern look. Add GlassWrite Lumens for the dazzling effect of embedded LED lighting.

GlassWrite Boxcore TableScreens
GlassWrite Boxcore TableScreens offer a clean aesthetic with an ultra-thin bezel frame and pristine glass infills. They can be backpainted in white, custom colors, or EganINK.

Joiner Mount on GlassWrite TableScreen.
Surface Mount on M-Series TableScreen.
Cross Clamp on Dimension TableScreen.
Edge Clamp on GlassWrite Boxcore TableScreen.
KEEP IT SIMPLE

A contemporary take on Egan’s original 1967 invention, GlassWrite and EganAero presentation cabinets are stunning, clean additions to the modern office. All Egan glass cabinets feature a fully dry-erase capable glass front, and EVS® interior, both guaranteed-to-clean. To maximize privacy and functionality, door and body infills have been finished with matte white EVS.

GlassWrite Cabinets
Built with low-iron tempered safety glass (Starphire and OptiWhite) for high optical clarity, and a durable Boxcore technology frame, these cabinets are customizable in color and come with single or double doors.

EganAero Cabinets
Clean lines and the world’s thinnest, lightest, toughest, clearest glass make EganAero Cabinets the ultimate modern presentation cabinets. They feature Boxcore’s durable technology frame and are available in variety of standard and custom finishes. Only EganAero Cabinets offer such a pristine finish with no-parallax writing clarity.
Egan builds the world’s finest visual products through quality craftsmanship and technological innovation. As leaders in our industry, we are committed to timeless, environmentally responsible design.